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India has no high tax rate on alcohol. Alcohol and Tobacco Consumer
Act, 1986, is also referred to as the Excise Act. The original legislation

was introduced during the British era, but was extensively¨¢˝˝. was
amended in 1957.Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump is
already out of the running in a contested¨¢˝˝. But his vice presidential

running mate has been catching flack for being married to a man.
Deirdre Walsh, the Trump campaign's director of delegate¨¢˝˝.

governance, let news outlets know on Monday that Trump is in no
plans to pick Pence as his running mate, and announced on Twitter on
Sunday that he would be selecting Pence at the Republican National
Convention in July, prompting a spate of negative news coverage.

"While Donald has not made a decision yet, he is considering many
very talented people for the position of Vice President – including
Governor Pence," the campaign's director of governance wrote in a
text message to news outlets, as first reported by CNN. The Trump
campaign later confirmed the message to Reuters. The campaign's

communication director noted that the message to the media was sent
at the end of a long day of meetings at Trump Tower, and that the

campaign "doesn't often comment on who is or is not under
consideration" before a selection has been finalized. "He's going to

make a decision in June or July," Steven Mnuchin, Trump's campaign
finance chairman, told NBC's "Today" on Tuesday, adding that he

thinks it will happen before the Republican National Convention. But
Trump himself seemed less than enthusiastic about who his running

mate will be in an interview with NBC's "Today" on Tuesday morning,
repeatedly pointing out that he's "not really" concerned with who the
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running mate is. "It doesn't matter. I mean, I don't — I don't want to be
— you know, I am not looking at the fact that he's a very fine man, I'm
not looking at that," Trump told NBC's Matt Lauer. Trump did say that

it doesn't matter who's running mate he picks. "I'm looking for
someone that can really help me," Trump said. "Because this whole
system is rigged. You know that. It's rigged and it's rigged you know

it." Trump also made a joke in the interview about the rumors
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boycott me till you are blue in your.Q: Updating user data on remote

mongodb database with Node.js I'm using MongoDB with express.js as
REST API. I have a problem updating a document in a collection. I did

make a POST request to the server and the request is reachable. But
there is no data/doc in the collection I want to update. Code snippet:
app.post('/1/recordset/update', (req, res) => { console.log("updating

recordset"); db.recordset.update(req.params.id, req.body);
res.json(req.body); }); Request: POST /1/recordset/update HTTP/1.1
Content-Type: application/json Host: localhost:8888 Content-Length:

262 { "date" : "2019-03-19T 3e33713323
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